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ABSTRACT 

AN OPEN SOURCE INTERFACE FOR DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM MODELING IN POWER 

SYSTEM CO-SIMULATION APPLICATIONS AND TWO ALGORITHMS FOR 

POPULATING FEEDER MODELS 

The aging electric infrastructure power system infrastructure is undergoing a 

transformative change mainly triggered by the large-scale integration of distributed resources such 

as distributed generation, hybrid loads, and home energy management systems at the end-use level. 

The future electric grid, also referred to as the Smart Grid, will make use of these distributed 

resources to intelligently manage the day to day power system operations with minimum human 

intervention. The proliferation of these advanced Smart Grid resources may lead to coordination 

problems to maintain the generation-demand balance at all times. To ensure their safe integration 

with the grid, extensive simulation studies need to be performed using distributed resources.   

Simulation studies serve as an economically viable alternative to avoid expensive failures. 

They also serve as an invaluable platform to study energy consumption behavior, demand 

response, power system stability, and power system state estimation. Traditionally, power system 

analysis has been performed in isolated domains using simulation tools for the transmission and 

distribution systems. Moreover, modeling all the power system assets using a single power system 

tool is difficult and inconclusive. From the Smart Grid perspective, a common simulation platform 

for different power systems analysis tools is essential. A co-simulation framework enables the 

interaction of multiple power system tools, each modeling a single domain in detail, to run 

simultaneously and provide a holistic power system overview.  
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To enable the co-simulation framework, a data exchange platform between the 

transmission and distribution system simulators is proposed to model transmission and distribution 

assets on different simulation testbeds. A graphical user interface (GUI) is developed as a front-

end tool for the data exchange platform and makes use of two developed algorithms that simplifies 

the task of: 

1. modeling distribution assets consisting of diverse feeder datasets for the 

distribution simulator and balanced three-phase level assets for the transmission 

system simulator, and 

2. populating the distribution system with loads having stochastic profiles for time-

step simulations. 

The load profiles used in the distribution system models are created using concepts from 

one-dimensional random walk theory to mimic the energy consumption behavior of residential 

class of consumers. The algorithms can simulate large scale distribution system assets linked to a 

transmission system for co-simulation applications.  

The proposed algorithms are tested on the standard test system – Roy Billinton Test System 

(RBTS) to model detailed distribution assets linked to a selected transmission node. Two open 

source power system simulators—MATPOWER© and GridLAB-D© are used for the transmission 

and distribution simulation process. The algorithms accurately create detailed distribution 

topology populated with  residential loads expanded from the transmission node, bus 2 in 

RBTS. 

Thus, an automated modeling of power system transmission and distribution assets is 

proposed along with its application using a standard test system is provided.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 A PRIMER ON THE SMART GRID INITIATIVE AND MOTIVATION FOR 

RESEARCH WORK 

The electric grid is undergoing a paradigm shift towards a complex cyber-physical entity, 

also known as the Smart Grid, to automate and manage the growing needs for electricity demand 

in the 21st century [1, 2]. The Smart Grid refers to the class of advanced digital technologies that 

only will allow for bidirectional communication between grid operators and consumers but also 

be spatially aware for quick and efficient management of the changing electricity demand [3]. The 

transformation has the potential to enable consumers to have more choice and control to better 

manage their energy demand and also reliably maintain grid security while minimizing the 

operational cost [4]. Additionally, the Smart Grid will be resilient enough to automatically detect 

and isolate contingencies at the physical and cyber level before they exacerbate to a cataclysmic 

cascade [5].   

Smart Grid technologies will be able to take advantage of the large number of distributed 

energy resources (DER) to supply energy when power is not available from traditional sources [6]. 

While technology on both sides of the meter is advancing, the interaction of large number of DERs 

at the grid interface to mitigate the energy demand-supply imbalance may prove to be challenging 

to coordinate due to the number of involved entities [7]. The integration of these new technologies 

along with their control algorithms requires complex control strategies and extensive testing with 

respect to power quality and grid stability. To this effect, simulation testbeds offer an economically 

viable alternative to test the large-scale deployment of DER in a simulated Smart Grid setting [8]. 
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Before the advent of the Smart Grid, the tools used for power system analysis modeled the 

transmission and the distribution network in isolated domains. With the penetration of more Smart 

Grid technologies such as distributed photovoltaics (PV), and electric vehicles (EV) at the 

distribution level, their complex interaction with the bulk power network cannot be satisfactorily 

analyzed by modeling them in a single power system domain [9]. This necessitates the 

development of a co-simulation environment where multiple power system modeling tools, each 

modeled to great detail in their specific domain, can interact and run simultaneously to analyze the 

impact of the new Smart Grid distribution system on the transmission grid [10].   

The research work aids to facilitate the reader with easy comprehension of ideas, 

procedures, and algorithms pertaining to the modeling and simulation of detailed distribution 

topologies linked to a transmission system for power system co-simulation applications. The tools 

presented in this work cater to the distribution network creation and population for the co-

simulation environment. As a part of the network creation process, the distribution level feeders 

are populated with detailed end-use assets and load profiles. The distribution system created can 

be used as a simulation testbed to integrate different DER technologies and perform long term co-

simulations over a wide time horizon to study their impacts and develop new reliability metrics 

that will evaluate system performance. 

1.2 OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH 

The main objective of this research is to develop the tools to automate the swift creation of 

detailed power system network models in the transmission and distribution domain. The tool 

presented in this research work is called the Data Exchange Model or DEx.py (pronounced as dex 

dot py) that combines a top-down approach for distribution network model creation and bottom-

up approach for populating the network with load profiles to aid in the co-simulation process. The 
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other important objectives also include the application of DEx.py on a standard IEEE test system 

that serves as the candidate system and the demonstration of the results. Figure 1.1 depicts the 

research time-line for the milestones achieved in this thesis work. 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Time-line of research  

 

1.3 ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS 

The research work performed in this thesis is original and contributes to multiple 

domains—power system modeling, power flow studies, power system operations, and random 

walk theory applications to develop tools to model the distribution system asset in the emerging 

Smart Grid. Two articles based on the research work have been published at the time of writing 

this thesis [11, 12]. The following is a summary of the contributions of the work performed in the 

thesis: 
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1. Comparison of existing tools for modeling distribution system assets that include 

stochastic load models over a wide time range 

2. Development of a distribution network modeling algorithm that uses abstract 

mathematical approach for network creation 

3. Development of a stochastic load models that can use real or synthetic load profiles 

for modeling the residential load class in the distribution system 

4. Development of a graphical user interface for easy configuration of user inputs to 

perform the distribution asset population 

5. Application of the proposed research work on a standard test system are outlined 

1.4 SOFTWARE TOOLS 

The Roy Billinton Test System (RBTS) serves as the candidate system [13]. To set up the 

co-simulation variables, the candidate test system modeled in PowerWorld©, a commercial three 

phase load flow analysis platform serves as the physical network [14]. Using open source tools, 

the physical network is simultaneously modeled at the transmission level for use in MATPOWER© 

and at its load points at the distribution level to run in GridLAB-D©, an agent-based distribution 

system simulator [15, 16]. The network information in PowerWorld© is extracted using its 

Auxiliary File Scripting tool to serve as an input to DEx.py [17]. Three phase network information 

in the form of IEEE common data format (CDF) is also a supported input to DEx.py [18]. The data 

exchange model script written in Python 3.0 then proceeds forward to create the runtime 

configuration scripts for the transmission and distribution simulator [19]. The instructions and the 

source codes to run these tools are made available in the public domain at the following webpage: 

http://www.engr.colostate.edu/sgra/  

http://www.engr.colostate.edu/sgra/
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1.5 ORGANIZATION OF THESIS 

The work in this thesis is organized into four chapters. Chapter 2 provides an overview of 

the power system model creation tool developed in Python for setting up the co-simulation 

environment. 

Chapter 3 explains the two-step algorithm developed for creating scalable distribution 

system in a bottom-up approach to match a connected load at a transmission bus and populating 

the distribution system with active power loads possessing time varying load profiles. The 

application of the developed algorithms on a selected bus in the candidate system – the Roy 

Billinton Test System (RBTS) is presented. 

Chapter 4 provides the conclusion and recommendations for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DEx.py - DATA EXCHANGE PLATFORM BETWEEN POWER SYSTEM SIMULATORS1 

This chapter presents an overview of the data exchange tool and provides detailed features 

and methodologies followed for rapid customization of distribution network parameters linked 

from a transmission system. 

2.1 END-USER AND POWER NETWORK MODELING USING DEx.py 

In the emerging Smart Grid, many new technologies are being introduced at the 

distribution-level [20]. These new end-user assets, such as distributed PV solar, smart appliances, 

and smart heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, may impact the transmission 

grid and wholesale market level unlike in the past. To properly determine the impact of these 

technologies and their controls on power system network and market operations, we need methods 

for populating distribution feeders with differing amounts of these technologies stochastically 

while still maintaining a realistic aggregate load curve at the point of common coupling (PCC) 

with the transmission level. To that end, we developed the data exchange model (DEx.py) in the 

programming language Python, shown in Figure 2.1. The developed tool can accept customized 

network configurations to create distribution topologies and custom load profile data to base the 

profiles for each of the connected loads.  

 

                                                           
1 This chapter is a verbatim reproduction of portions of a co-authored article published in the IEEE 
Electrification Magazine as cited in the reference [11]. The required permissions for re-use of the 
material have been obtained from the copyright holders and are included in the Appendix A. The 
numbering of the figures and tables has been modified to satisfy the formatting requirements of 
the thesis. 
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Figure 2.1: DEx.py as a pre-simulation network and end-user model generator 

 

2.2 THE DEx.py INTERFACE 

DEx.py provides a graphical user interface, as shown in Figures 2.2-2.6, developed in the 

Python environment for rapid creation of distribution network parameters linked from a 

transmission system. Figure 2.3 shows the format of the transmission and distribution network 

models created by DEx.py. The output file formats are limited to MATPOWER© and GridLAB-

D© simulators due to their open-source nature. In the initial phase, DEx.py performs the following 

two functions: 

1. distribution network creation, and 

2. populating the network with end-use loads. 
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The distribution network thus created, forms an input to GridLAB-D©, and is linked to a 

transmission bus present in a transmission system modeled in MATPOWER©. 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Main user interface of DEx.py 

 

The distribution topology is created by setting the upper bounds for the number of primary 

feeders, sub-feeders per primary feeder, the load points, distribution transformers, and cables per 
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load point for each transmission bus. Figure 2.4-2.5 presents an overview of the detailed 

customization options available to the user for creating a distribution topology. DEx.py currently 

populates the distribution system with residential load class. 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Generating the run time simulation files for MATPOWER© and GridLAB-D© 
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Figure 2.4: Line parameter configuration for distribution modeling in DEx.py 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Load configuration for distribution system modeling in DEx.py 
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Figure 2.6: General options for distribution modeling in DEx.py 

 

2.3 DISTRIBUTION TOPOLOGY CREATION USING DEx.py  

As an example, case scenario, each load bus in RBTS is modeled by DEx.py as a 

distribution system in GridLAB-D© [13, 16]. RBTS has a peak connected load of 185MW. The 

end use loads connected in the distribution system aggregate to the installed capacity at each 

transmission bus in the RBTS. Figure 2.7 provides the operational flowchart of the data exchange 

tool. An overview of the major steps involved in using DEx.py is as follows:  

          a)  DATA PROCESSING  

In this stage, the balanced three phase network data is synthesized to store information 

about the generation, buses, transmission lines, and load points. The PowerWorld© Auxiliary 

Script File is used to extract the power system data as an input to DEx.py [17]. Alternatively, 

DEx.py can read case information data from power system simulators that supports the IEEE 

common data format [18].  As shown in Figure 2.5, DEx.py automatically populates information 

about the load points such as the transmission node where the load point is present and the power 

of the connected load in megawatts (MW) or kilowatts (kW). Load point data extracted from the 

power system case are used by DEx.py to model the distribution assets. 
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Figure 2.7: The operational flowchart for DEx.py 

 

Figure 2.7 shows a three-bus test case system modeled in a commercial three phase 

simulator PowerWorld© and saved in the IEEE common format. DEx.py parses the three bus test 
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case data to filter out the generators (connected at bus 1 and 3) and load points (connected at bus 

2), as shown in Figure 2.9, for further perusal.  

 

 

Figure 2.8: Three bus test system case saved as IEEE common format data in PowerWorld© 

 

 

 

Figure 2.9: DEx.py console output from parsing an IEEE common format file for three-bus test system 
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Figure 2.10: DEx.py console output from parsing an IEEE common format file for 30 bus test system [21] 

 

Figure 2.10 shows an additional example of the power system data parsed by DEx.py for 

an IEEE 30 bus test case made available in the public domain [21]. Figure 2.11 shows the three-

phase network for the RBTS system modeled in PowerWorld©, that serves as the candidate system 

for DEx.py. The details of the loads present at RBTS buses in PowerWorld© is shown in Table 

2.1.  
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Figure 2.11: The RBTS network modeled in PowerWorld©
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Table 2.1: The RBTS load points modeled in PowerWorld© [13] 

Bus Transmission Node  Load Points Connected Load (MW) 
2 38 22 20 

3 
344 

44 
30 

346 40 
347 15 

 
4 

106 
38 

10 
107 10 
108 20 

5 180 26 20 
6 263 31 20 

Total MW 185 
 

          b)  DISTRIBUTION NETWORK CONFIGURATION  

The parameters associated with the selection of the distribution system assets—sizing of 

the cables, distribution transformers, load points are configured here. DEx.py uses the Distribution 

Feeder Generation Algorithm (DFGA) to create the distribution topology—real or synthetic—

linked to each transmission node in a three-phase power system. Detailed implementation for 

DFGA is explained in Chapter 4.  

For creating a distribution topology, the user can set the upper bounds on the number of 

feeders (� ), its associated set of load points (� ), and sub-load points ( − � ) in a text file. 

Each line in the text file will be read as a feeder configuration for a distribution network at a 

particular transmission bus . The general format for defining a feeder topology with its set of 

load points and sub-load points at a bus is as follows: 

= 
[  
   
 [� : [ � : [ − � , − � , , − � ], � , � , , � ]],[� : [ � : [ − � , − � , , − � ], � , � , , � ]] ,[� : [ � : [ − � , − � , , − � ], � , � , , � ]],[� : [ � : [ − � , − � , , − � ], � , � , , � ]] ]  
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The above feeder configuration format represents ‘N’ number of primary feeders per 

transmission bus. Each feeder can have up to � set of load points where = , , , ,  and  

is the total number of load points. Sub-load points, − �  can be placed at any load point, �  

per feeder, � . To elucidate the feeder configuration format further, let us consider the first element 

in the feeder list: 

[� : [ � , � , � , , � ]] 
The first element defines the first feeder, �  for a transmission bus,  having  to  load 

points which is basically the length of the connected sub-elements on that feeder. Each sub-element 

or load point inside the feeder object defines the number of load points attached to that node of the 

feeder. For example, consider the upper bounds of the load points for a single feeder configuration �  at a bus saved in a text file as shown: 

[[ , , , ], [ , ]] 
The list shown above defines that the primary feeder, �  at a bus consists of two sub-

feeders. The first sub-feeder has  nodes and the second sub-feeder has  nodes. The first sub-

feeder has  load point connected at the first 3 nodes and  load point connected at the last node. 

The second sub-feeder has  load point connected at each of its  nodes. The total load points 

( � � ) present in �  is, 

� � = + + + + + =   (2.1) 

 DEx.py reads the feeder configuration from the text file to customize the distribution 

system topology. Using the information presented in Table 2.1, the feeder configuration for each 

bus in RBTS is defined in the text file as follows: 
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i. Bus 2 with 4 feeders and 22 load points:  

[[ , , , ], [ , ], [ , , , ], [ , , , ]] 
ii. Bus 3 with 8 feeders and 44 load points:  

[[ , , , , ], [ , , ], [ , , , , ], [ , , , , ], [ , , , , ], [ , , , ], [ , , ], [ , , ]] 
iii. Bus 4 with 7 feeders and 38 load points:  

[[ , , , , ], [ , , ], [ , , , , ], [ , , , , ], [ , , ], [ , , ], [ , , , , ]] 
iv. Bus 5 with 4 feeders and 26 load points:  

[[ , , , ], [ , , , , ], [ , , , ], [ , , , ]] 
v. Bus 6 with 4 feeders and 31 load points coupled with 8 sub-load points:  

[[ , , , , , ], [ , , , , , , ], [ , , , ], [ , , , , , , [[ ], [ , , , ]], , , , [[ , , , , ]], , , ]]] 
A representation of the data input to DEx.py to read the feeder and load points for a 

transmission bus is shown in Figure 2.12. The tree diagram of the distribution topology for RBTS 

bus 2 consisting of feeders, sub-feeders, and its load points created using DFGA is shown in Figure 

2.13. The tree diagram is generated in the DEx.py GUI and serves as a feedback to test with 

different user defined feeder configurations. The DFGA method built into DEx.py optimally 

arranges the load points to be created at each feeder for the user defined feeder configuration. It 

ensures that the total load points will always match the total load connected at a particular 

transmission bus. The constraints set into the DFGA method is further detailed in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 2.12: Feeder configuration format for DEx.py to parse RBTS bus 2 network model 

 

 

Figure 2.13: Tree diagram of the distribution topology for RBTS bus 2 created by DEx.py 
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After defining the feeder configuration for the distribution topology, DFGA proceeds with 

populating the distribution system with residential class of loads. The peak demand for each 

residential house object follows a schedulable ZIP load with its base power �  set at 5kW. 

ZIP load refers to the coefficients of a load model comprised of constant impedance, constant 

current, and constant power loads [22]. The peak power consumption for the residential load or a 

house object can be set in the DEx.py GUI’s configuration window as shown in Figure 2.5. At 

present, the HVAC cooling or additional house object randomization parameters introduced by 

GridLAB-D© are kept off. Thus, the load at each RTBS bus is represented in terms of house objects 

connected at that bus. From Table 2.1, total connected load at RBTS bus 3 is 85MW and thus,  

� = � � � = = , .   (2.2) 

So, 17000 residential house objects will be connected at RBTS bus 3 distribution system. 

The line configuration for the distribution system is set up in the DEx.py GUI line configuration 

window as shown in Figure 2.4. The details of the line parameters selected are shown in Table 2.2. 

The data sheet for the line configurations built into DEx.py are obtained from [23-24]. The lines 

represent the link between the distribution elements—buses, meters, and transformers to the 

residential house objects.  

Table 2.2: Distribution system line configuration set up in DEx.py 

Size Material Stranding GMR 
(ft.) 

Resistance 
(ohm/mile) 

Capacity 
(A) 

700,000 Copper 37 STRD 0.0308 0.0947 1040 
 

Each residential house object can have a maximum current consumption of,  

= .  �   (2.3) 
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 From the line parameter information in Table 2.2, each distribution line can hold a 

maximum of,  

. =  ℎ �    (2.4) 

 Considering a safe margin for the amount of load to be placed on the line, we define a line 

loading factor  ∈ , , which can be varied. Setting = . , a constraint is created to place a 

maximum of  residential house objects per distribution line per phase for each load point. Thus, 

each load point in the feeder will be constrained to have a maximum of, 

× =  ℎ � .   (2.5) 

 Thus, house objects are equal split at each load point to create a balanced load at the feeder 

head. This also ensures that distribution lines are never overloaded. 

With the number of house objects and the distribution topology defined at each RBTS bus, 

DFGA proceeds with to create the distribution system with the constraints as defined earlier to 

place a maximum allowable of � � =  house objects per distribution line per phase for each 

load point in the feeder. If the constraint is violated, DFGA will add additional lines per phase in 

parallel to complete the full placement of house objects across the total load points in the feeder 

for each RBTS bus. The logic for the placement of parallel connections used by DFGA is explained 

using RBTS bus 2. 

From Table 2.1 and using (2.2), RBTS bus 2 has a connected load of 20MW which is the 

equivalent of 4000 connected houses, with each house object having a peak load of 5kW. As 

defined in the feeder configuration earlier, bus 2 has 4 feeders with � � =  load points. Using 
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this available data, we determine the number of parallel distribution lines to be added per phase 

across the 4 feeders to distribute � =  number of houses. 

The parallel connections  at each load point for all three phases will be,  

= � �� � × � � × .   (2.6) 

Therefore, the parallel connections to be created at each load point of bus 2 will be,  

= × × = . .   (2.7) 

The number .  is rounded off to the next greatest integer, . Thus, = , parallel 

connections are placed at each phase of the distribution line at each load point. This process is then 

replicated for the rest of the RBTS load bus. Table 2.3 represents the setup of the feeders, load 

points, and the parallel configuration created for each RBTS load bus.  

Table 2.3: Setup of feeders, load points, and parallel configurations for each RBTS bus 

RBTS 
Bus 

Connected 
Load (MW) 

Ideal House 
Objects 
( �  

Total 
Feeders 

Total Load Points  � �  

Parallel 
connections 

per load point 
(  

2 20 4000 4 22 3 
3 85 17000 8 44 6 
4 40 8000 7 38 4 
5 20 4000 4 26 3 
6 20 4000 4 39 2 
 

Placing  parallel connections per load point to distribute �  house objects at each 

feeder will lead to round-offs: the total house objects distributed across the total load points will 

be much greater than � .  
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This problem is illustrated by extending the parallel connection logic using (2.6) across all 

load buses in the RBTS network in Table 2.4.  

Table 2.4: Deviation from �  created by  parallel connection round-offs at each load point 

RBTS 
Bus 

Connected 
Load (MW) 

Ideal House 
Objects 
( �  

Actual House  
Objects 

( � �  

% Increase in 
House 
Objects 

2 20 4000 × × =  8.9 
3 85 17000 × × =  2.5 
4 40 8000 × × =  25.4 
5 20 4000 × × =  28.7 
6 20 4000 × × =  28.7 

 

With the parallel configuration approach defined using (2.6), the exact value of the parallel 

lines to be connected at each phase of the load point at RBTS bus 2 comes to . . Rounding off 

this to the next nearest integer value,  gives rise to the round-off error that gets replicated 

throughout the total load points present at a given load bus. As indicated in Table 2.4, the 

percentage deviation for � �  house objects placed at the load bus from �  varies between 

8.9% to 28.7% for the RBTS network model. This implies that at RBTS bus 6, with a connected 

load of 20MW, 5148 house objects will have a peak demand of,  

× = .    (2.8) 

 The effect of these round-offs become more dominant as the total house objects and load 

points varies with each bus configuration. 

To minimize the effect due to round-offs, DFGA optimally refines the number of  parallel 

connections to be placed at each load point. This is achieved by initially placing an equal number 

of parallel connections at a certain number of load points for a given load bus. DFGA then re-
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distributes the parallel connections among the remaining load points depending on the number of 

parallel connections left to be created. The objective here is to place the parallel connections in a 

manner that constrains the maximum deviation of �  at a given load bus to be less than or equal 

to � � . A generalized equation formed to meet this constraint is as shown:  

� � = [( � � − × ) + ′] × � �    (2.9) 

Where, 

i. � �  is the maximum number of house objects that can be placed at a given 

load bus 

ii.  ′ represent the load point count for  parallel connections to be placed. The 

value of  should be less than ′ else (2.9) is computed again by incrementing 

 

The proposed approach is explained for distributing � =  house objects at 

RBTS bus 3 having � � =  load points using the following steps: 

i. Total house objects to be placed at each load point: =   (2.10) 

ii.  Parallel connections to be placed at each load point: =   (2.11) 

iii.  5 parallel connections will be placed till the 43rd load point at RBTS bus 3. The 

44th load point will have the following parallel connection, ′: 
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            ′ = � � − � � − × × � �� �       (2.12) 

                 = − − × ×
  (2.13) 

             ′ =                                      (2.14) 

iv. Using (2.9), the maximum house objects that will be placed at RBTS bus 3 will 

be: 

� � = [( − × ) + ] ×   (2.15) 

             =  ℎ � �                             (2.16) 

Using the above approach, =  parallel connections will be created till the 43rd load point 

and ′ =  parallel connections at the 44th load point to place � � =  house objects at 

RBTS bus 3. The parallel connections at each load point are further re-arranged using (2.9) to limit 

their large numbers at any one load point. The re-arrangement is performed using (2.9) as shown:  

= [  ×  + � � − ] ×    (2.17) 

Using (2.17), the equation is solved with =   to get, =  which is greater than the 

total number of load points present at RBTS bus 3. Equation (2.17) is solved again by incrementing 

 to  to get = , which is less than � � = , present at RBTS bus 3. Thus, the final 

arrangement of parallel connections come to  parallel connection placed till the 42nd load point 

at RBTS bus . At the remaining two load points, the distribution of the parallel connection will 

take place as follows: 

Total parallel connection at RBTS bus :  

 ×  + =    (2.18) 
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Total parallel connection till the 42nd load point:  

× =    (2.19) 

Total parallel connections to be distributed among the remaining two load points (43 and 

44):  

− =  (2.20) 

 parallel connections can be distributed among the remaining two load points by placing 

3 parallel connections per load point. This parallel connection re-arrangement approach has been 

extended to all the remaining RBTS load buses to create � �  house objects for each bus. The 

result of this re-arrangement is detailed in Table 2.5. The change in the house objects created for 

each RBTS bus before and after the application of DFGA is shown in Figure 2.14.   

Table 2.5: Final house objects � �  placed at each RBTS bus by re-arranging the number of parallel 
connections at each load point 

RBTS 
Bus 

Connected 
Load (MW) 

Ideal House 
Objects 
( �  

Actual House  
Objects 

( � �  

Final House  
Objects 

( � �  

% Increase 
in House 
Objects 

2 20 4000 4356 4026 0.65 
3 85 17000 17424 17028 0.164 
4 40 8000 10032 80521 0.65 
5 20 4000 5148 4026 0.65 
6 20 4000 5148 4026 0.65 

 

          c)  SIMULATION RUNTIME FILES 

In this stage, DEx.py creates the configuration script files for the RBTS system at the 

transmission level in MATPOWER© and the distribution topology for each RBTS bus in 

GridLAB-D©. Figure 2.15 shows the successful execution of the distribution topology for each 
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RBTS bus from the GridLAB-D’s log output. A synthetic system load profile is used for indicating 

the peak demand of the connected house objects for each RBTS bus. 

 

 

Figure 2.14: Before and after count of house objects or residential loads placed at each RBTS load bus 
using DFGA 

 

2.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS  

The proposed data exchange tool employees abstract mathematical processes to reliably 

create the transmission and distribution assets for power system simulation studies. The application 

of the tool for creating a user defined distribution topology populated with 17028 residential house 

objects linked to bus 3 in RBTS is shown. The tool acts as an interface for setting up the co-

simulation variables, in this case, modeling the transmission and distribution assets for running in 

transmission and distribution simulators. The two key algorithms that are built into DEx.py for 

simplifying the modeling of distribution assets—the distribution feeder generation algorithm 
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(DFGA) and stochastic load profile generation algorithm (SLPGA) are elucidated in the following 

chapter. Further, details on the implementation of the synthetic system load profile is also 

explained in Chapter 4.  

 

 

Figure 2.15: Simulation output of the distribution topologies created for each RBTS bus in GridLAB-D© 
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CHAPTER 3 

AN ALGORITHMIC APPROACH FOR CREATING DIVERSE STOCHASTIC FEEDER 

DATASETS FOR POWER SYSTEM CO-SIMULATIONS2  

This chapter describes the methodologies adopted to create distribution network assets 

linked from a transmission system and to populate the distribution network with stochastic end-

use loads. Algorithms to model distribution system assets and its application using a standard test 

system are presented. 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The traditional method of performing three-phase power system studies assumes that the 

connected load is static and balanced in each of the three phases. The simulations studies pertaining 

to stability, reactive power flow, load flow, system planning, and contingency analysis are 

performed with this underlying assumption, and do not consider the time-varying loads. Title XIII 

of the Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA), passed by the United States Congress in 

December 2007, set the framework for coordinating national grid modernization efforts towards 

the Smart Grid Initiative [25]. From a Smart Grid perspective, integration of distributed generation, 

hybrid loads, home energy management systems, and real-time pricing models pose a significant 

risk in compromising power grid dynamics. Extensive simulation studies are needed to determine 

the performance of these advanced Smart Grid technologies to ensure their safe operation in the 

envisioned modern grid.  

                                                           
2 This chapter is a verbatim reproduction of the work accepted and published to a peer reviewed 
conference proceedings as cited in the reference [12]. The required permissions for re-use of the 
material have been obtained from the copyright holders and are included in the Appendix B. The 
numbering of the figures and tables has been modified to satisfy the formatting requirements of 
the thesis. 
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Agent-based power system modeling tools, such as GridLAB-D©, [16], provide a detailed 

modeling environment at the end-use level for performing distribution simulation studies over 

disparate timescales that are not possible with commercial or open source three-phase balanced 

network solvers [14, 15]. Performing distribution simulation requires detailed information about 

the connected loads at the end-use level. Using this information, we can aggregate the individual 

distribution level loads to perform load scheduling, electric vehicle integration, and other Smart 

Grid technology integration studies.  

To the knowledge of the authors, no direct tool exists for creating detailed distribution 

models that include stochasticity over a wide time range. In [26], the GridMat MATLAB tool box 

developed for GridLAB-D provides a basic interface for configuring the end-use residential 

models available within GridLAB-D. In [27], the stochastic demand profile for residential loads is 

implemented using a bottoms-up approach by performing power measurement studies on different 

types of appliances. In contrast, our algorithm, developed on an open source platform, can create 

complex distribution models populated with residential loads having stochastic demand profiles to 

simulate a large distribution system linked to a transmission, sub-transmission, or substation node. 

Our algorithm simplifies the topology creation process for GridLAB-D users. Obtaining 

valid and consistent load profile data of low voltage residential consumers is difficult due to 

privacy concerns. To overcome the problem of modeling the residential loads, two popular 

approaches exist: namely, top-down and bottom-up. We deploy the bottom-up approach to 

generate a physical layer of the distribution system to match the installed capacity at a transmission 

node. We employ the top-down approach to generate low voltage residential load profiles using 

one-dimensional random walk process that matches the substation load curves [28]. Any 

transmission node consisting of a static load in a power system model, created in a three-phase 
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power flow software, can be expanded to incorporate our distribution model for performing co-

simulation studies using transmission and distribution simulators. In this paper, we make the 

following contributions: 

1. Creation of diverse feeder datasets for simulating large number of residential loads 

in a distribution network, and 

2. Design of stochastic demand patterns for residential loads. 

Section II in this paper describes the abstract skeleton model that is used for the creation 

of distribution elements that can be linked with a transmission node for performing co-simulation 

studies. In Section III, the use of random walk theory for the generation of the stochastic demand 

patterns for residential loads is presented. The setup and results of the simulation study using a 

candidate test system is described in Section IV. Section V concludes. 

3.2 A MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR CREATING THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 

TOPOLOGY 

          a)  TOPOLOGY OF THE DISTRIBUTION NETWORK 

Figure 3.1 depicts the distribution topology that is linked from a transmission node  present 

in a three-phase power system model. It is assumed that the transmission node has a static load, 

represented by an installed capacity , connected to it. Each transmission node can be expanded 

into a hierarchal distribution network of up to 4 levels. For each transmission node , the 

distribution hierarchy consists of , … ,  feeders or primary feeders (Level 1). Each primary feeder 

will have at least one sub-feeder (Level 2). 

Each primary feeder and sub-feeder consists of at least one load point � (Level 3). Each 

load point may consist of additional sub-load points (Level 4). The upper bounds for the number 
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Figure 3.1: The distribution topology linked from a transmission node i 

 

of primary feeders, sub-feeders per primary feeder, load points per feeder, and additional sub-load 

points per load point per feeder for each transmission node set by the user to create a new 

distribution topology. Alternatively, the user can re-create an existing distribution network 

topology for this purpose. � �  represents the sum of the total load points and sub-load points 

in the distribution network for each transmission node . The link between the primary feeders and 

sub-feeders can be configured as an overhead line or an underground cable. The load points and 

sub-load points in the distribution topology represent the connection points for the low voltage 

(LV) network where the residential loads are connected as shown in Figure 3.2. The LV network 

consists of step down distribution transformers, triplex nodes, and triplex lines for each of the three 

phases. The residential loads are connected at the end points of each phase of the LV network at 

distribution voltage level. The residential loads to be distributed across the distribution topology 

made up of � �  is determined by  at a transmission node .  
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Figure 3.2: The low voltage network topology for each load point �  

 

          b)  PARAMETERS FOR THE DISTRIBUTION TOPOLOGY 

For the correct operation of the distribution topology, the LV network at each � must 

adequately the supply its connected residential loads , ,  without overloading any of 

the distribution elements at each phase. At the lowest level, the distribution lines , ,  

represent the weakest link, each having a maximum current carrying capacity . Each � out of � �  is therefore constrained by design to only connect the maximum residential loads that can 

be safely powered by the connected three phase distribution lines and is given by,  

� � = �� � � ,   (3.1) 

where  is the distribution voltage level,  represents the loading factor for each 

distribution line and ∈ , , and �  is the peak power consumption limit for each residential 

load. The electrical parameters associated with the distribution elements in the LV network shown 

in Figure 3.2 can be configured using the IEEE test distribution feeder data [23, 29]. 
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          c)  DISTRIBUTION FEEDER GENERATION ALGORITHM 

The Distribution Feeder Generation Algorithm (DFGA) translates the installed capacity  

at a transmission node to residential loads distributed across � �  in a user defined distribution 

topology. �  represents the total residential loads from  given by,  

� = � � � ,   (3.2) 

and  �� �  represents the �  residential loads to be connected at each � given by,  

�� � = � �� � .   (3.3) 

If �� � > � � , then the number of parallel distribution lines have the same rating  

created in each phase in LV connected at each  � is given by,  

= �� �� � .   (3.4) 

Introducing the parallel connections creates rounding-off errors at each � and causes 

�  to deviated by a value,  

� = � � × � � × ,   (3.5) 

which would translate to a value greater than . The deviation between �  and � �  

is represented by, 

� � × � � .   (3.6) 

The DFGA tries to minimize the deviation  to � �  using parallel connections 

by finding � �  such that, 
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� � − � = ′.   (3.7) 

The variables instantiated by DFGA for the  minimization process are: 

i. , which represents the parallel distribution lines created at each LV phase up 

to � � −  and is given by, = �� �� � ,  (3.8) 

and 

ii.  ′, which represents the parallel distribution lines created at each LV phase up 

to the last � given by, 

′ = � � − � � − × × � �� � .  (3.9) 

Then, � �  represents the total residential loads corresponding to � �  load points to 

yield ′ given by,  

� � = [( � � − × ) + ′] × � � .  (3.10) 

The value of  may tend to be unrealistically high; we implement a further optimization, 

as explained in Algorithm . , to maintain � �  by re-distributing  and ′. 
3.3 STOCHASTIC LOAD PROFILE GENERATION FOR RESIDENTIAL LOADS  

          a)  OVERVIEW 

The distribution topology creation in Section 3.2 describes the physical network model 

based on Figure 3.1 using an abstract mathematical algorithm subject to user-defined constraints 

for each of its constituent distribution elements. For the topology thus created using DFGA, we 

devise a methodology that will create time-varying stochastic load profiles over a defined time 
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period for � �  residential loads distributed across � �  load points from an installed capacity 

 present at a transmission node . 

Algorithm 3.1 Algorithm to re-distribute (+ ′  parallel 
connections across  �� �  load points maintaining ��� ���  

1: [ , … , � � ] is row vector such that [ ] denotes the 
parallel connections needed for load point  

2: Initialize  [ , … , � � ] = { } 
3: ∅ = [ � � − � � × � � ]/ − � �  

4: while ∅ > � �  do 

5:           = +  

6:           recompute ∅ 

7: end while 

8: = � � / � � −  ∅ ×  

9: Assign [ , … , � � ] = { } 
10: = ∅ +  

11: while >  do 

12:        [ ] = [ ] +  

13:        = −  

14:        = +  

15:        if > � �  then 

16:               = ∅ +            

17:        end if 

18: end while 

 

          b)  STOCHASTIC LOAD PROFILE GENERATION FOR � �  RESIDENTIAL 

LOADS USING THE RANDOM WALK PROCESS 

Residential loads on a distribution network seldom have the same load profile. Generating 

load profiles for � �  residential loads on a distribution network requires a stochastic approach, 

while still aggregating to a realistic system load. One-dimensional random walk theory is used to 
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generate the load profile for the residential loads that are distributed across a distribution feeder 

network. 

To generate the time-varying load profile that can accurately depict a daily, monthly, or 

yearly variation in energy usage for the � �  residential loads, a top-down load distribution 

methodology is employed. Here the load profile for each residential load is scaled from a time-

varying system load at the transmission node , , and used as the input for the one-

dimensional random walk process as defined by (3.11).  

= − + � ,  (3.11) 

where �  is the random variable distributed as �, �  representing a normal distribution 

with a mean � and a standard deviation �,  is the current position of the random walk curve, 

 is the time step, and the initial position is defined to be zero. The value of  varies randomly 

at each time instant  based on the sampled value of � . Equation (3.11) is used to create the load 

distribution vector  that generates load profiles for � �  residential loads which will sum 

to  and also ensure that none of the � �  residential loads exceeds the set �  for all 

times.   

          c)  STOCHASTIC LOAD PROFILE GENERATION ALGORITHM 

The Stochastic Load Profile Generation Algorithm (SLPGA) generates the time-varying 

stochastic load profiles for � �  residential loads. The profiles are scaled from an existing or 

custom-defined  by  over a defined time horizon , say 24 hours. The random variable �  is used to generate the � �  random time series over  distributed as ,  and inputted 

to the one-dimensional random walk process shown in (3.11) to generate the random walk curves 

for � �  residential consumers.  The time-varying random walk curves generated using (3.11) 
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normalized in the interval ,  is represented by , known as the pre-load distribution 

factor such that the = ∑ � �= = . Because of the random walk process, if we directly 

scale the values stored in  with , the resulting residential load profiles may exceed 

the set peak limit of the residential load, � , at any time . To ensure that the constraint set by �  is always met at any , we re-distribute the  vector to create the load distribution 

vector  as explained in Algorithm 3.2. 

3.4 SIMULATION STUDY  

          a)  OVERVIEW 

To demonstrate the creation of stochastic demand profiles using SLPGA for � �  

residential loads distributed across a defined distribution topology consisting of � �  load points 

created using DFGA, we select a single transmission node consisting of an installed capacity   

from the candidate system. 

          b)  THE CANDIDATE SYSTEM 

The candidate system used in this simulation study is the Roy Billinton Test System 

(RBTS) that is shown in Figure 3.3. RBTS consists of generation, transmission, and distribution 

subsystems, and has a peak load of MW [13]. Each load point in RBTS has a fixed number of 

residential, industrial, and commercial consumers. However, for the purpose of this study, we 

assume that all loads are residential, thus accounting for approximately ,  consumers, each 

having a maximum rated �  of kW. 

          c)  SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

In this paper, bus 2 of the RBTS system is selected as the transmission node for which the 

detailed distribution topology is created. Bus 2 has an installed capacity  of MW; this 
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Algorithm 3.2 Algorithm to re-distribute � ��  to �   subject to 
the ��  constraint at each time instant  

1: 
 is an array sized ×  consisting of [ , , … , ] 

for each  where = � � , = total time period of , 
and ∈ [ ,     

2: 
ℎ  is a row vector consisting of [ ℎ , ℎ , … , �ℎ ] 

where ℎ = � /  for each  

3: 
� is a user defined tolerance or threshold set to 1e-6 in our 
simulation study 

4: for each  in  do 

5:        if  > ℎ  then   

6:             = [ − ℎ ]  only if > ℎ   

7:             =  only if < ℎ  

8:             � = /  

9:             Replace  with ℎ  if > ℎ  

10:             Initialize ′ =  

11:             while ′ >  and � do 

12:                   � = /  

13:                   for each  in [ ] do 

14:                         if [ ][ ] < ℎ  then  

15:                              if [ ][ ] + � > ℎ  then 

16:                                    = − ℎ  + [ ][ ]    
17:                                    [ ][ ] = ℎ  

18:                                    ′ = −  

19:                              else  

20:                                    [ ][ ] = [ ][ ] + �  

21:                                    = − �  

22:                              end if 

23:                         end if 

24:                   end for 

25:             end while 

26:        end if 

27: end for 
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Figure 3.3: Single line diagram of the RBTS candidate system from [13] 

 

translates to �  = , as each connected load has � = kW. As explained in Section 

3.2, the total number of residential loads created by DFGA at bus 2 will be � � = . The 

same setup can be extended to any of the remaining transmission nodes from the RBTS candidate 

system or any other transmission systems. The details of the distribution topology for bus 2 of the 

RBTS system is shown in Table 3.1. For the distribution topology consisting of a 4-level hierarchy 
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created by the DFGA, the stochastic load profiles for  residential loads are generated using 

the SLPGA. 

Table 3.1: RBTS bus 2 distribution network topology from [13] 

Node Installed Capacity  Primary Feeders Load Points 
2 20MW 4 22 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4: System load, , for bus 2 of RBTS with peak at 17MW 

 

          d)  SYSTEM LOAD PROFILE 

As described in Section 3.3, the one-dimensional random walk process is used to generate 

the residential load profile for  residences, scaled from a custom-created system load at RBTS 
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bus 2, , which is shown in Figure 3.4. Bus 2 has a peak demand set at MW between 9:00 

to 15:00 for a = -hour period. The step size, , is set as one hour. 

          e)  RESULTS 

The results of the DFGA and SLPGA for generating the stochastic load profiles of  

randomly selected residential loads from  loads at RBTS bus 2 are given below. 

 

Figure 3.5:  for 5 randomly selected residential loads out of 4026 

 

 

Figure 3.6:  for 5 randomly selected residential loads out of 4026 
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The demand profile for  residential loads scaled using  at all  is shown in Figure 

3.5. The demand profile of the same  residential loads out of  scaled using  at all  is 

shown in Figure 3.6. The summation of the  residential loads generated using  and 

 matches the system load  at all  and indicated by the 3D plot in Figure 3.7. All codes 

and simulation files are available in the public domain [30]. 

 

 

Figure 3.7: 3D plot of the sum of 4026 residential loads generated using  (shown as dotted plot) 
and  (shown as hatched plot) compared with the custom created system load  (shown as 

starred plot) 
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3.5 CONCLUSIONS  

The algorithms for the creation of the distribution network model consisting of diverse 

feeder datasets and generation of stochastic load profiles associated with those feeders were 

developed in the Python coding environment.  

The developed algorithms demonstrate the abstract mathematical model for the creation of 

a detailed distribution topologies consisting of diverse feeders using a limited number of 

configurable constraints as well as the application of stochastic time series curves for the 

generation of stochastic load profiles for residential loads that can be used as a complete 

distribution load model while performing power system studies. By employing a mathematical 

approach for distribution network creation, complex distribution load models can be swiftly 

created for a wide time range that provides a near approximation of an existing distribution system. 

This work is envisioned to enable future studies of detailed co-simulations that link transmission 

and distribution grids. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

4.1 CONCLUSION  

Some distribution feeder datasets are created using the proposed feeder modeling 

algorithms. Design considerations and assumptions for the creation of the distribution assets were 

addressed. The creation of detailed distribution topologies populated with residential class of 

consumers using a limited number of configurable constraints is presented with the distribution 

feeder generation algorithm. The stochastic time series for the generation of load profiles for each 

residential house objects connected within the distribution feeder were developed and simulated 

by the stochastic load profile generation algorithm. A graphical user interface (GUI) is developed 

and implemented for translating the three phase network information stored in a commercial power 

system simulator to the open source transmission and distribution simulators. The three phase 

network data recreated in MATPOWER© was tested and verified with the source model presented 

in the commercial simulator. The distribution topologies created using DEx.py were developed 

and tested by simulating in GridLAB-D©. 

The proposed algorithms are demonstrated on the RBTS candidate system. The two-step 

algorithms for creation of distribution topologies are modeled and simulated for bus  of RBTS. 

DFGA accurately creates the distribution system populated with 4026 residential house objects 

that aggregate to the connected load at bus  in RBTS. DFGA creates the distribution assets for 

RBTS bus  by limiting the number of residential house objects to be placed at each phase on a 

load point based on a user configured distribution line. It also optimally rearranges the parallel 

connections to be placed at each load point at RBTS bus 2 for minimizing the deviation of �  

residential house objects to a large number. For the same topology, SLPGA creates stochastic load 
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profiles for each of the  residential house objects derived from a synthetic system load profile 

with the added constraint that the profiles do not exceed the peak power consumption limit 

throughout the duration of the time series.   

4.2 FUTURE WORK 

The immediate scope for future work deals with populating the distribution topologies with 

diversified load classes ---residential, industrial, and commercial to complete the distribution 

system modeling. Incorporating all three load categories will help to perform simulations 

pertaining to stability studies and demand response behavior as residential load class has a 

disparity in its energy consumption as compared to the commercial and industrial load class. From 

the user interface perspective, moving the python code base to a web based platform would 

drastically reduce the downtime of compiling the code and provide a single input-output channel 

for easy creation of the runtime co-simulation script files. Another future use case scenario presents 

itself in the form of modeling multiple GridLAB-D© feeders as a separate entity and running them 

in parallel on a High Performance Computing (HPC) environment for long term time step 

simulations at reduced computational burden. The co-simulation platform will enable to study the 

impact of the pervasive penetration of the advanced Smart Grid technologies on the electric grid. 
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APPENDIX A 

COPYRIGHT PERMISSION FROM IEEE FOR CHAPTER 2 
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APPENDIX B 

COPYRIGHT PERMISSION FROM IEEE FOR CHAPTER 3 
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APPENDIX C 

APPLICATION OF THE FEEDER MODELING ALGORITHMS ON BUS 2 IN THE ROY 

BILLINTON TEST SYSTEM (RBTS) 

For the simulation study in Chapter 3, bus~2 from the RTBS system was chosen as the 

transmission node with � � =  and = MW. With �  set as kW for a residential 

load, the ampacity of a distribution line at each phase in the LV network, at each � is set at  

A, and  is set at % to obtain � � = . For bus 2, we have to distribute � =   

residential loads across � � =  load points for which �� �   is greater than � � . 

If we create =  parallel distribution lines across each phase in LV for each �, the total 

residential loads become � � = , which translates to . MW and is greater than . The 

DFGA optimizes ′ by computing the parallel connections to be placed at each � for � � =
 residential loads across � � =  load points. 

 


